
1 Day Divine Principle Workshop 

Bucharest, Romania, 3. May 2014 

Greetings from Romania, 

Like every Saturday, We had organized One Day Divine Principle Workshop with hope to inspire young 
people and offering bigger joy to our Heavenly Parent. The lecture presented by some STF member who are 
doing Jeondo(Witnessing) activity with us. It gave more special atmosphere in our Peace Center. After the 
lectures, we usually have lunch and having “Happy Day” which is to play a few socializing games, to create 
more horizontal heartistical connection with the participants. We organized one more “True Love is Action” 
project with the object partners with STF members.  As soon as the discussions had finished during lunch,  
MC presented the project for understanding more practically what is the meaning of True Love. We 
separated in 2 teams and went outside for competition about five different kind of True Love Action Tasks: 

1. Find one beautiful family, explain Romania CARP activities and take picture with them, while jumping.
2. Go to Uniri Park and create a picture with True Love.
3. Find one person and ask him to tell us an inspiring story from his life.
4. Find an elderly couple and ask them what the secret of True Love is.
5. Find a quiet place and have conversation with God for 3 minutes. Take picture together.

 The team that accomplished first, they received a prize in chocolate, and we shared about each experience 
and shared the wining prize in the end. We felt that it was a good way to practice principle and also make a 
more substantial introduction to our activities and the way we practice what we study. The guests were 
inspired and happy to participate. We feel that we can reveal more truth in a manner understandable for this 
generation more practically for their life. We believe that together we can bring a lot of hope to Heavenly 
Parents.      
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